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 Live Casino
Live casinos (also called live dealer casinos) are the new BIG thing in the internet gambling sector, and they offer a lot of advantages over almost any other kind of online casino gambling. For one thing, at a live casino, you can actually watch the cards being shuffled.
And if you’re the type of person who doesn’t necessarily trust online casino software or the streaks of good and bad luck you see there, you can be assured that the live dealer casinos are offering you the exact same odds and probabilities that you would see in a traditional land-based casino.
Live dealer casinos only have a limited number of games, but they’re generally the casino games that you’re most interested in playing. These webcam casino games include some of the most popular casino games in history, including:
		Blackjack
	Roulette
	Baccarat
	Craps
	Sic-bo



Most live casinos are constantly adding new games and testing new ways of doing things, so you’ll never be bored. And often they do offer other games without the live dealers, like video poker and slots.
Best Live Casino
As a player, you should not plunge into the adventure of a live casino right away, but choose your favorite provider with care. The selection of casinos with live dealers is now gigantic, but not every casino is suitable for live games. After all, quality and chances of winning must be right. At least no one – neither the casino nor the player – has any influence on real chance, which only exists at the live table. However, we recommend the following five beste live casino sites, from a qualitative point of view:
	Mr Green Live Casino
	Wunderino Casino
	888 Live Casino
	Wildz Casino
	Twin Casino

The Croupiers
With no exceptions that I’ve found, online casinos using live dealers and webcam software have some of the most beautiful women in the world dealing for them. The dealers are generally young and attractive, as well as professional and personable. Many of these casino dealers are from Costa Rica and are fluent in both Spanish and English, but all of these female casino dealers are lovely.
Chat
The casino games at live dealer casinos are usually multi-player games with streaming audio and video. So not only do you get to experience interaction with the lovely casino dealers, you also get to chat with the other players at the table. Besides playing poker, there is no other way that I know of for you to have a more authentic gambling experience online, and poker just isn’t for everybody. It certainly doesn’t satisfy my craving for multiplayer blackjack online with live dealers, I can tell you that right now.
Live Dealer Casino Games
If you’ve come away from playing online casino games thinking that something was missing or that the experience somehow just didn’t fulfill your “gamble” need, then you should probably give live dealer casino games a try. Live dealer casino games are not a new concept, but as technology advances, these games get more interesting and more exciting.
Normally in an online casino, the results are determined by a random number generator, or RNG, which is basically just a computer chip that spits out the results for a particular game. When it comes to slot machines, these RNG’s duplicate what you’d experience in a live casino quite well. But when it comes to table games like blackjack or baccarat, some people feel like the results aren’t quite the same as what they would have seen with a deck of cards.
Not that anyone is saying that these random number generators don’t work correctly. But there’s a certain amount of magic and atmosphere evoked by a deck of cards, or a roulette wheel, or dice on a table, and a RNG and animation just don’t quite duplicate that experience. And for those people, live dealer casinos like Casino Webcam and Golden Palace offer the “real deal”.
The real dealer games at these casinos allow you to chat with both the dealer, who is invariably a beautiful, exotic young woman, and with the other players. All live dealer casinos are multiplayer friendly, and indeed, a great deal of the fun and excitement of playing at an online casino with a real female dealer comes from the ability to chat with both the other players and the dealer.
Other Players
The players at these casinos are generally friendly and social, as are the dealers. In fact, at the live dealer casinos I’ve played at, the players were much friendlier than I’d found at most online poker tables, and the dealers were a delight. I think the dealers probably enjoy chatting as much as the players do. It certainly seems to be part of the hiring criteria for these casinos.
The standard games of choice with a live dealer option are blackjack, roulette, and baccarat. They sometimes have higher table minimums than the other online casino games, but that’s to be expected because of the need to pay the dealer rather than relying on a computer to spit out numbers. Sometimes you might have to wait for a table, but honestly, sometimes anticipation is as pleasant as getting to play.
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